Sequence Stratigraphy of Upper Cretaceous Tanjero Formation in Sulaimaniya Area, NE-Iraq
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Abstract
On the basis of the sequence stratigraphy, the whole Upper Cretaceous succession is divided into two depositional sequences, named upper and lower sequences. About 80% of thickness of the Tanjero Formation is deposited in the upper sequence, which is bounded by SB1 and SB2 from below and above respectively. The rest (about 20%) of the formation belongs to the lower sequence. The SB1 is regarded as the major erosional and unconformity surface, which extended down the basin paleoslope from Chuarta area to Sharazoor plain. Thick conglomerate and sandstone wedges are deposited on this surface by forced regression. The regression is resulted from tectonically enhanced eustatic sea level fall. The formation ended by relatively thin conglomerate at the top of the formation and directly below Red Bed Series. This conglomerate, as an unconformity, exists only in some places and changes to correlative conformity in others. Therefore it is regarded as SMST, which is deposited as a result of basin fill (normal regression). Between the two-sequence boundaries and within upper sequence, LST, TST, HST and SMST are identified in addition to their surfaces.

The erosion of the shelf of the lower sequence shaped channels and incised valleys. More than four major incised valleys are found in the sediment of the previous HST (shelf and upper slope of lower sequence). The sediments of these valleys consist of low stand wedge of conglomerate and high stand red claystone. Above the sandstone wedge at Dokan, Chaqchaq valley, Sharazoor and Piramagroon plains the transgressive surface can be seen clearly which is represented by sudden change of clean sandstone to marl(Hemipelagic sediments) with some interbeded marly limestone. This surface is the starting point for the deposition of thick transgressive system tract on the shelf. On the slope and basin it is relatively thin (30-90m), which is lithologically similar to the lithology of Shiranish Formation (marl and marly limestone), of deep marine environment. The maximum flooding surface and possible condensed sections are discussed in detail.
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Introduction
Tanjero Formation is an Upper Cretaceous (Campanian-Maastrichtian) unit, which crops out within the Imbricated and High Folded Zones in Northeastern Iraq (Buday, 1980)[1] and (Buday and Jassim, 1987) [2]. It stretches as narrow northwest-southeast belt near and parallel to the Iranian border (Fig. 1). The formation mainly consists of alternation of clastic rocks of sandstone, marl and calcareous shale with occurrence of very thick conglomerate and biogenic limestone (Bellen et al. 1959) [3].

Karim (2004) [4] studied sedimentary structures, lithology, and environment of the formation. On the basis of main lithological distribution, he divided the formation into three parts (lower, middle and upper parts). These parts are correlated across eight different sections, which represent the available outcrops in Sulaimaniya Governorate in addition to one section inside Iranian land (Fig.2 and photol). His correlation is based on lithology and stratigraphic position of
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distinctive conglomerate and its derivative sandstones, which are discussed in detail in different localities. The lower part (lower regressive part) is mainly composed, on the lower slope and basin, of thick aggradation of sandstone (100-400m), whereas on the shelf it is dominated by 500m thick succession of conglomerate (in this study, it called Kato conglomerate). The middle part (middle transgressive part) is composed of 100-300m of bluish white marl and marly limestone on the slope and basin plain whereas it changes to calcareous shale on the shelf and to 20-50m thick of red claystone inside incised valleys at the area of coastal area.

The upper part (upper regressive part) is chiefly consisting of 50-200m thick mixed carbonate-siliciclastic successions (in this study, it is named Kat mixed carbonate-siliciclastic successions). The constituents of this succession are alternation of thick biogenic limestone beds and calcareous shale with miner amount of sandstone and conglomerate. In literature, only Minas (1997) [5] referred briefly to the sequence stratigraphy of Tanjero Formation.

**Sequence stratigraphy**

Sequence stratigraphy is defined as subdivision of sedimentary basin fill into genetic packages (depositional sequence) bounded by unconformity and their correlative conformities (Emery and Myers, 1996) [6]. In the present study, the method of Vail et al. (1977) [7] is used for division of the rock body of the formation into depositional sequences, this is because the unconformities and correlative conformities can be identified in studied succession. While the method of Galloway, (1989) [8] is not used because it is difficult to be applied on Tanjero formation. In order to indicate the sequence sequence stratigraphic position of the Tanjero Formation, the authors have tried to:

Study at least a part of the basin fill succession, which extend beyond Shiranish Formation. The time span and the related outcrops thickness which is treated in this paper, depends on the position of the closest overlying and underlying unconformities. When the unconformities are found the correlative conformities also encountered by us in the Tanjero Formation. It was found that one of the biggest sequence boundaries (SB1) is located within the Tanjero Formation. This means that the formation should be subdivided to two depositional sequences. This forced us to study and find the boundaries of both sequences wherever they are located. Therefore, for finding the type one or two sequence boundary (SB1 or SB2), the extent of this study, has gone vertically beyond underlying Shiranish and Kometan Formations and overlying Red Bed Series.

Although the boundaries of the above formations are studied previously, no correlation is done as concerned with traditional and sequence stratigraphy. For this, extensive lateral fieldwork is conducted to find all sedimentary facies deposited in response to relative sea level change. Finally, these facies are organized in system tracts (LST, TST, HST and SMST) and the associated sequence boundaries are identified. The systems and boundaries rarely can be seen in one continuous surface section. As the seismic sequence stratigraphy is not used in this study, therefore different surface sections are studied and combined to compensate to the seismic lack.

The first one who classified the formation in viewpoint of sequence stratigraphy is Minas, (1997) [5]. His study depended on the previous traditional stratigraphic studies. He
included the lower part and middle parts as sediment of TST and HST respectively. As will be discussed later in this study the result is changed.

Before discussion of the system tracts, it is better to see the boundaries between Tanjero and adjacent formations. This is to find the certain starting point of sea level curve (relative sea level change) that enclosing Tanjero Formation in one or more of its cycles.
Boundary between Shiranish and Tanjero Formation
In all previous studies concerned with the two formations such as Bellen, et al. (1959) [3] and Buday (1980) [1], it was recorded that the contact between the two formations is gradational. But in the present study, at least in one locality, it was found that the contact is unconformable, as shown below:

Iran Section
This section is located inside Iran near the border with Iraq (Fig.1 and 2) on the left bank of the Do Awan River (upstream of Little Zab River) about 4km to the west of Awa Kurte village and about 20 km to the northwest of Mawat Town at the intersection of N 35° 37’ 20.6” and E  45° 35’ 16.4”. At this locality the Shiranish Formation (Bluish white marl and marly limestone) is overlain directly by 13 to 150m of conglomerate then comes Red Bed Series exist at the top of the conglomerate. Field study showed that the conglomerate belongs to Tanjero Formation because which is correlated and traced laterally with Kato conglomerate (Fig.4). Moreover, both have similar lithological constituents. The contact between Shiranish and the conglomerate is sharp and erosional. This is also true for one location at the toe of Qandil Mountain (Photo 3). In spite of these two localities, in this study, yet the boundary between the two formations is not regarded as unconformable. This is because the erosional contacts are attributed to position of section where all sediments finer than conglomerate are removed due to elevation of the area in the coastal area and incision by rejuvenated streams. The conglomerate represents onlap on the steep head of the incised valleys. The boundary between the two Formations is conformable in all other localities in side the basin. The conglomerate represents sequence boundary. Emery and Myers (1996, p.98) [6] mentioned that the type one sequence boundary is associated with superimposition of shallow or non-marine deposit on deeper one (when the conglomerate regarded as non-marine or shallow marine deposits and the marl as deep one).

Contact between Shiranish and Kometan Formations
All the sections inspected in the studied area (Sulaimaniya Governorate) have gradational contact. So, primarily appear that there is no major break in the sedimentation of Upper Cretaceous except the one inside the Tanjero

Photo (1) The three part of Tanjero as outcropped along the left bank of Mokaba stream, 15 km west og Churata town. The section pass through Mara Rash village, directly at west the connectiong point of Khewaht and Qalit Chultan streams.
Formation which represented by Kato conglomerate and its equivalent lithologies.

**System Tracts of Tanjero Formation**

The subdivision of the formation is depended on the factors such as three-dimensional lithological correlation and facies changes (Fig. 4) in addition to finding marker beds and stratigraphic position of the formation between older and younger units. The main system tracts of formation are as follows:

**Lowstand-system tract of Tanjero Formation**

It is most probable that the typical lithology of the Tanjero Formation (lower part of the new division) is deposited as lowstand system tract. This is deduced from field study in the proximal area Chuarta and Mawat, Qaladiza and Qandil mountain toe area. In these areas when one cross the upper part of Shiranish Formation, Tanjero Formation begins as alternation of thin sandstone beds and thick dark green calcareous shale. Theses lithologies suddenly change to thick succession (500m) of boulder and pebble conglomerate beds (Kato Conglomerate). This type of upward lithological change represents incised valley sediment overlying the fine sediment of previous HST unconformably.

The Kato conglomerate is deposited during late stage of LST when sea level slowly rises. This is because it is equivalent to the low stand wedge on the slope toe. During this slow rise, coarse conglomerate is deposited which shows aggradations stacking pattern demonstrated by 500m of coarse conglomerate beds of nearly same thickness and grain size. The erosional surface below the conglomerate (Fig.2 and photo 2) is a major unconformity of the Upper Cretaceous.
It also stands for a type one-sequence boundary (SB1) on which the huge quantity of sediments are bypassed from the coastal area of prograding fan delta to prodelta slope and basin plain during relative sea level fall. This surface can be identified from Kato Mountain to south of Sulaimaniya city at distance of 25km. This distance is equal to about 30km if folding shortening is eliminated.

Near Tanjero stream it changes to correlative conformity, which changes to coarse and fine sandstone. In the toe of northeastern limb of the Goizha and Azmir and Daban anticlines also can be seen in certain places, such as Azimra Bichkola valley, north of Bnavella village in addition to Mararash village. The sediments above the erosional surface show that the shoreline and facies belt is probably shifted basin ward from the mountain to the north of Sulaimaniya city during Upper Cretaceous sea fall. The sea level fall most probably supported by tectonic and eustatic sea level changes.

All mentioned for the area between Kato Mountain and Sulaimaniya city is also true for the following areas:

A. The area between Mawat Town and Kizlar Village in the Chaqchaq valley.
B. The area at Qandil mountain toe and Dokan area.
C. Type section at Sirwan valley and Khurmal town. The proximal area inferred indirectly to be near Khurmal town by applying the distance of the two areas of A and B.

The proximal sediments (conglomerate) do not exist in the Khurmal area due to later erosion. But their positions are inferred for the sediments of distal area in Sirwan valley and Dokan area. At the distal area such as Dokan, Sharazoor and Piramagroon plains, when one crosses the boundary between the two formations, bluish white marl changes to sandstone and calcareous shale. Emery and Myers (1996) [6] regarded this type of change is regarded as indication of lowstand system tract in deep marine environment.

In the present study, the environment of boundary between Shiranish and Tanjero Formations can be regarded as deep environment. The further advance into Tanjero Formation, the sandstone increases and changes to a thick succession (100-400m) sandstone wedge, the base of which consists of clean succession 4-20m thick of sandstone with cross lamination and skolithos escape structures. This succession is equivalent to the erosional surface under the Kato conglomerate (for simplicity it can be assumed as time equivalent of lower part of Kato conglomerate and represent the deposit of the extreme shallowing during lowstand system tract. The whole sandstone wedge is equivalent or derived from Kato conglomerate (Fig.2 and 5).

Components of lowstand system tract

A. Lowstand fan

The lowstand system tract consists of two parts; lowstand wedge and lowstand fan. Low stand fan in turn divided into slope fan and basin floor fan Emery and Myers (1996) [6]. Tanjero Formation, as has limited outcrops, so the lowstand fans are not clear. But some dirty sandstone beds exist which may represent basin floor fan. These beds exist at Sirwan, Chaqchaq valleys and Dokan area. In these areas, there are two beds of either coarse dirty sandstone or paraconglomerate near the transition zone between Shiranish and Tanjero Formations. These beds are isolated in the marls or calcareous shale. The position of these beds in the succession of the formation and relative sea level change suppose that they deposited during early
phase of low stand time when the relative seal level fall was at its maximum rate.

These beds are generally massive and dirty (matrix supported) so they, most probably, deposited by debris flow and slumping of the shelf edge (shelf break).

Above these two beds comes very clear lowstand wedge. The base of this wedge consists of 4-20m thick package of coarse and clean sandstone. This package is in most case associated with thin bed of conglomerate. The position of this package between basin floor fan and lowstand wedge possibly comprises the slope fan. The beds of this fan contain such sedimentary structures that indicate the shallowest environment of the formation during deposition of the lower part (LST) of formation. Karim (2004, p.38-57)(4) discussed in detail these sedimentary structures (large scale cross bedding, hummocky cross stratification plant debris, cruziana and skolithos trace fossils).

B. Lowstand wedges

In contrast to lowstand fans, lowstand wedges are very clear as these wedges make up 70% of the whole succession of the lower part of the formation (Photo 2).

The typical lithology of Tanjero formation (alternation sandstone and shale) consists of these wedges and the slope fans. The wedge is conglomerate-rich in the proximal area, which is represented by 500m of Kato conglomerate. But they are sandstone-rich in the distal area (at Chaqchaq and Shadalla valleys and along foothill area of Azmir and Goizha mountains). The distal sandstone wedge is correlative to the Kato conglomerate. Einsele (1998, p.338 and 339) [10] mentioned that during late lowstand the lowermost portion of incised valley is filled with coarse fluvial sediment (gravel in case of Tanjero Formation) of braided stream. Therefore all thickness of Kato conglomerate (conglomerate wedge) and most of distal sandstone wedges are mainly deposited during late lowstand time when the sea level fall stabilized for considerable time and subsequent slow rise. The thickness and grain size of the wedges are depending on the distance from the shoreline and limit of downward shift of coastal onlap. The wedges show aggradation to progradation stacking patterns with nearly same thickness of the layers.

The most important characteristics of sandstone wedge are their abundant content of plant debris on surface of sandstone beds. These plant fragments are derived from plants grown inside incised valleys and on the surface of the sediments of the alluvial fans during middle Maastrichtian. They were then, eroded by severe current of sediment influx from hinterland by river. The incised valleys of the shelf and upper slope are flooded during early slow rise of sea level and during late lowstand forming some swamp and estuaries with possible plant growth.

Erosional surfaces and unconformities below and inside the wedges

As previously mentioned a major erosional surface (SB1) exists below the Kato conglomerate. This surface is formed after the exposure of the shelf (Mawat and Chuarta areas). According to Van Wagoner et al (1988) [11] type one sequence boundary is characterized by subaerial exposure and concurrent subaerial erosion associated with stream rejuvenation. This erosional surface, as an unconformity, changes to several unconformities toward south and southwest down dip. This occurred during gradual fall of sea level, overlain by more or less thick beds of conglomerate (Fig. 4 photo 2). The down dip extension
of this surface, with associated conglomerate, reaches the middle part of Sharazoor and Piramagroon plains (to positions beyond

Photo 2

(1) Lenticoidal coarse conglomerate inside a very clear channel which scored inside sediment of previous HST (Calcareous shale). It shows termination of the conglomerate beds against channel wall. This located below the incised valley in which Kato conglomerate is deposited. The location is southern side of Kato mountain at 1.5km of Kanite Village. The paleocurrent direction inside the channel is toward south (measured from imbricated pebbles)

(2) Upper photo shows cross section of tilted beds of Kato conglomerate directly to the west of Sueral Village. The conglomerate supposed to be deposited in an incised valley. The Middle photo shows the beds when the amount of tilt is corrected to the regional position of deposition. Lower photo and the sketch shows, the form right side of the valley (or canyon) is constructed on the basis of the pattern of the beds of the left side. The photo and the sketch shows only part of the valley.
Arbat and Piramagroon towns respectively). In the literature similar type of unconformities are cited by Potter and Pettijohn (1977) [12] in basin margins, they called them “compound unconformity”.

In some places, in the plains, the surface becomes correlative conformity. These places represent interfan areas (Fig.5) where the conglomerate changes to sandstones. The sandstones, near the base of the wedge, have coarse and clean texture with high thickness. Both thickness and grain size decrease downward and upward of the sections. Downward, the lithology changes to bluish marl of Shiranish Formation and to marl of Middle part at the top of the wedges.

**Incised valleys and their sediment fill**

Incised valleys are developed during negative accommodation, Mail (2002, p.1209) [13]. This is true for Tanjero Formation which during sea level fall (negative accommodation) the shelf and upper slope of the Tanjero Formation is exposed to subaerial erosion and fluvial incision. The evidences for exposure is the Kato conglomerate and Kato red layers in addition to trace fossils and sedimentary structures (see Karim 2004, p.38-56) [4].

The erosion is initiated as the stream base level is lowered. At least, four incised valleys are indicated (Fig.3). Each one is associated with its prograding lowstand fan in front the valleys. When they fans directly entering the sea, they called lowstand fan delta. Most quantity of the sediment is reworked from the delta front to the deep basin through the by turbidity currents forming submarine fans.

The valleys were filled by different sediments when reversal of accommodation from negative (valley cutting) to positive (valley filling occur (Mail, 2002) [13]. This is exactly what happened during filling of incised valley of Tanjero Formation which are filled by conglomerate during slow rise of see level. Three of valleys are discovered and mapped (depending on availability of outcrops) in the field from shoreline (proximal area) till the distal (basin) area. The characteristics of the three mapped valleys are used for inferring other one. This forth valley is deduced from the lithology of the formation in the basin-distal area at Sirwan valley. At this area the lithology and sedimentary structures are compared with the lithologies of mapped ones at the equivalent locations.

These valleys with submarine fans descend from north and northeast toward south and southwest. The first one starts from the area around Mawat area, passing by Qizlar Village at the head of Chaqchaq valley and end at the area around Tasluja Town in the Piramagroon plain. The second mapped one starts from the east of Churta town and descends to the south and southeast and ends at the Sharazoor plain at the southwest of Arbat Town near Damirkan Village (6km southwest of the Town). The other one extend from Suwais Village (Qandil mountain toe) to Dokan area (Fig.3). Many evidence exist that the fan associated with this valley has many lobes the largest one delivered thick alternation of conglomerate and sandstone beds to the north of Sulaimaniya city.

The width of these valleys is more than 2km and their lengths are more than 9 km. These valleys filled, on the previous highstand shelf area, with 500m of Kato conglomerate and about 50 m of red layers (photo 5.5).

The thickness and grain size of this conglomerate changes rapidly and laterally in distance of one or few
kilometers (Photo 2). In some cases the thickness change, along the depositional strike, from 500 to 10m in distance of two kilometers and grain size change to sandstone in the same distances. This sedimentological phenomena also observed by Karim (1997) [14] in Gercus Formation in Sartaq-Bamo area. The hard and well lithified conglomerate of these valleys, now, forms high mountains such as Kato, Gaza and Talishk Mountains. These mountains are formed by reciprocal of topography. The conglomerate of Tanjero formation is deposited during late lowstand system tract. In this connection Haq (1991)[15] mentioned that during low stand system tract when the relative sea level begins to rise slowly the stream incision is stopped and the existed incised valley may begin to be filled with coarser braided stream sediments (coarse conglomerate in case of Tanjero Formation). The evidence, which proves that Kato conglomerate is deposited subaerially in the proximal area, is that red layers that overlie it. These layers represent deltaic deposits during TST. At Iranian section this conglomerate (13-150m thick) which is rested directly on Shiranish Formation. This condition reflects the most landward occurrence of the incised valleys deposits where the conglomerate terminated (on-lapped) against the steep slope of the source area. The shape of the valleys and their sediment fills can be reconstructed from some outcrop sections exist in the studied area. One of these sections (Photo 2) can be seen at the northern part of Kato Mountain directly west of Sueralala village. This section is scored by recent stream perpendicular on the elongation of Kato conglomerate. The section shows thick beds of the conglomerate, which are tilted at about 35 degrees toward southwest. Tilt correction shows that the form of the paleo-valley has obtuse v-shaped form (Photo 2). This latter photo shows only part of the valley, which is not more than 1km wide. The obtuse shape of the valley is most possibly attributed to the fact that the incised valleys were scoured in soft sediments (partially lithified calcareous shale and marl of the HST deposits of lower sequence).

The thickest and thinnest part of the conglomerates exists at center and side of valley respectively. Although the original outlook of the conglomerate layers in the incised valleys are tilted and...
mostly eroded but the form and wideness of one valley is reconstructed as shown in the photo 2. In the field the bottom of the valleys (as shown by sediments fills) is convex downward and planner at the top (Photo 2.1).

The precise position of the Kato and Tagaran conglomerates is shown in sequence stratigraphic model. In the model, the system tracts are illustrated by the Wheeler diagram (time expanded section) and depth section. These sections are so drawn to pass through the incised valleys (Fig. 6 and 7).

According to Emery and Myers (1996, p.140) [6] as a result of river rejuvenation; incised valley commonly contains the coarsest sediment available locally. They added (p. 137) if the new river course is steeper than equilibrium river profile, the river would firstly straighten coarse and then incise to form a valley. Furthermore, they mentioned that these valleys are important because they represent unequivocal evidence of a sequence boundary and they can form stratigraphic traps for hydrocarbon.

Possible incised canyon

According to Bate and Jackson (1980)[16] a canyon is defined as erosional geomorphologic features, which are long, deep, relatively narrow steep-sided valley confined between high and nearly vertical walls in mountainous area, often with a stream at the bottom. According to Emery and Myers (1996, p.140) [6] the thickness of incised valley fill cannot exceed 100m but submarine canyon can exceed this thickness. In the Bangal Gulf, Kottke et al (2003) [17] has found submarine canyon which occurred as conduit for discharge fluvial sediments that by pass the shelf and reach deep sea fan.

In the studied area, there are many places (at proximal area); the thickness of the Kato conglomerate reaches 500m. But the sides of the valleys are not steep. These suppose that these locations (Kato Mountain and south and west of Mawat town) are position of Upper Cretaceous canyons that developed by subaerial and possibly by submarine erosion. These canyons are most possibly located on the previous lower shelf and upper slope. Field studies showed that the floor of the canyons (base of Kato conglomerate) is resting sharply on the alternation of calcareous shale and sandstone of HST of the previous shelf and upper slope. The scouring of the deep canyon is attributed to the softness of the lithology on which the regression (sea level fall) occurred on the previous HST. This softness (not lithified) is resulted from the lapse of short time between previous HST and the new LST that caused rejuvenation of the stream and canyon formation.

C. Channels and their sediment fill

In the definition of canyons, it was mentioned that there is a stream on the bottom. This is also true for the incised valleys. Lots of evidence has been observed in the field, which show channels on the floor of the incised valley at southeastern side of Kato mountain.
very clear channel is exposed under the Kato Conglomerate. It is filled with about 20m wide coarse conglomerates and located inside the calcareous shale of sediment of HST of the lower sequence (Photo 2). The layers of the conglomerate pinch out rapidly against the channel wall and in some cases change to sandstone on the paleo flood plain. The pinching out give the conglomerate lensoidal form.

The channel shows at least two stages of incision at different levels. The lower level is narrower than the upper one (Photo 2.1 shows channel below the valley). They represent the depth reached by the stream during consecutive and falling by coarse sediment in late lowstand system tract when the sea level gradually rises .The streams were, most possibly, of braided type by which the thick pile of Kato conglomerate is laid down during late LST.

**Sediment fill of the incised valleys during TST**

At southwestern side of Kato Mountain there are abnormal occurrence of 50m of red layers (red beds), which are composed of red claystones and sandstone with intercalation of some thin bed of conglomerate (Photo 5.5). These layers are called “Kato Red Layers”. These layers
are underlain and overlain by Kato conglomerate and Kato mixed carbonate-siliciclastic succession respectively. This succession consists of alternation of more than 10 beds of rudist-bearing limestone and shale (Photo 5.4). The thickness reaches, in some place, more than 150m.

These red layers are also present at the area south of Mawat town near Qashan Bridge and directly east of Yalanqoz village (N: 35° 51’ 24”, E: 45° 24’ 29.3”), which reach only 20 m in thickness. These exist in the proximal area (near source area) while they are not observed in the distal area. Their equivalent lithology in the latter area is marl on the slope and calcareous shale one shelf area. The red layers and their equivalent represent the sediment of transgressive system tract (TST), which is deposited during the valleys flooding. They closely resemble Red Bed Series but can be differentiated by their stratigraphic position, which is located between lower and upper parts of the formation between Kato conglomerate and Kato mixed carbonate-siliciclastic succession.

These red layers have great importance in the study of Tanjero Formation because one can decide that the Kato Conglomerate represents continental or coastal area deposits and not deep deposits. This is because these layers contain lenses of conglomerate and the cooked samples yield no planktonic forams.

During the time of late LST the Kato Conglomerate is deposited. After the Kato conglomerate the red layers are deposited during rapid flooding of early TST when the deposition of the conglomerate sequestered.

**Transgressive system tract of Tanjero Formation**

The deposit of the transgressive system tract is very clear which is overlying directly the low stand system tract (lowstand sandstone wedge and Kato conglomerate) of the formation. This deposit consists of bluish marl in the Sulaimaniya, Sharazoor and Piramagroon areas, whereas in Chuarta and Mawat area it consists of thick succession of dark green calcareous shale with some marls which change to red layers at south of Yallanqoz village and southern side of Kato mountain inside incised valleys. At Sirwan valley the lithology of HST is nearly the same as Chuarta with some sandstone layers and rare conglomerate intercalation, while in Dokan area it is relatively thin (no more than 130 meters). During deposition of this system, Tanjero environment has suffered sudden deepening demonstrated in the field by sudden vertical change of sandstone of LST to hemipelagic marls, while at Kato Mountain, the conglomerate; it changes with the same manner to Red claystone.

Because of deepening, this system tract has no sedimentary structures and fossils found in the lower LST and upper HST. They contain only Upper Cretaceous planktonic forams and shows retrogradational parasequences.
Photo 5

(1) This 1.5 m thick white and fine grain limestone is most well developed condensed-like section in the middle part of Tanjero Formation. It is exposed on the left bank of Ballakian stream between Diana and Mergasur at N: 36° 47' 56.2" E: 44° 22' 55.1".

(2) The same bed (most possibly) the western end of Naucasiht valley inside Razhwan village. At this locality it changes to marly limestone about 3.5m thick. This bed and the above one are representing the deposits of maximum flooding of the sea at the end of TST when the clastic influx is stopped.

(3) Different genus of planktonic forams found in the above limestone.
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(4) This alternation of carbonate and clastic (calcareous shale) is called Kato mixed carbonate-siliciclastic succession which exposed along right bank of Mokaba stream at 2km east of Mokaba village. The succession is deposited during HST directly below Red Bed Series. The limestone beds contain different assemblages of large fossils (rudist, large forams, pelecypods, echinoderm and gastropods, previously called Agra lense).

(5) These succession of red layers (similar to Red Bed Series lithologically) but stratigraphically located between the Agra lense (Mokaba succession) and Kato conglomerate. The highly fossiliferous limestone at 5th top (8m) thick is represent more or less condensed-like section or equivalent to condensed section. This layer is called Kato Red Layers which represent the TST sediment of incised valley fills overlying sediment late LST of Kato conglomerate.
This is also confirmed by Smith and Jacobi (2001, p.21) [18] during study of stratigraphy and sea level change of Upper Devonian Canadaway Group in New York State.

**Highstand-system tract**

In Tanjero Formation, this system tract consists of mixed siliciclastic-carbonate succession. In this study, it called Kato mixed siliciclastic-carbonate succession). This succession is more than 150m thick in some places and consisting of alternation of thick beds of biogenic limestone and calcareous shale on the shelf (Chuarta area). Lawa et al (1998) [19] called this succession "interfingering of Aqra with Tanjero Formation". The biogenic limestone laterally changes, in most cases, to sandy limestone or calcarenite (detrital limestone). Fossils of rudists, belemnites, and gastropods (or their bioclast) are densely concentrated in some beds of biogenic limestone (Photo5.4 and 5.5). Other beds contain pelecypods, large forams (Discocyclina, *Loftusia*, *Amphalocyclus*), echinoderm and pelecypods or (their bioclast)Lawa et al(1998) [19]. In many places the calcarenite beds are cross-bedded and burrowed by *Planolite* and *Cruziana* trace fossils.

The repetition of these beds suggests aggradation parasequence. Above the mixed carbonate-siliciclastic parasequence come another parasequence, which consist of alternation of calcareous shale, sandstone and conglomerate (of Tagaran type). This pure clastic parasequence grades vertically into lithology of Red Bed Series. This parasequence does not exist in all places such as near Mokaba village where the biogenic limestone grade in to Red Bed Series. So the contact of the Red Bed Series and Tanjero Formation (including Aqra Lens) is gradational in some place and unconformable in others. The unconformable contact is very clear near Zarda Bee village and at Barda Qal and Siramerg valleys.

The explanation of Haq (1991, p.22) [15], can be accepted for alternation of biogenic carbonate and calcareous shale in Tanjero basin. He mentioned that during lowstand, siliciclastic is deposited while in highstand carbonate is deposited. This is true when each thick couplet of carbonate–shale is regarded as minor forth or fifth order cycles which suffered from the high and low stand. The field evidence in Chuarta agreed with that mentioned by Haq (op.cit) that in such successions limestones are mostly deposited in the early high stand when the accommodation on the shelf is plentiful, while during the late high stand, in Chuarta area, shale, sand and conglomerate are deposited when accommodation decreases and shore line prograde basinward as can be seen near Zarda Bee village.

**Condensed section**

Condensed sections as thin marine stratigraphic horizons are composed of pelagic and hemipelagic sediments characterized by very slow sedimentation rate (Loutit *et al*. 1988) [20]. Within depositional sequence, the condensed section occurs partly at the top of transgressive system tract and partly within high stand system tract. They represent the maximum landward extent of marine condition. Marine condensed sections are created by sediment starvation and thus characterized by apparent hiatus, thin zones of burrowed and somewhat lithified beds (Haq 1991) [15].

Only few of these characteristics fit some beds within Tanjero Formation, so no typical condensed sections are found.
This may be returned to high sedimentation rate of formation in the relatively active foreland basin and to shallower water than Shiranish Formation. This latter formation contains at least one typical condensed section, which is located at the top (in Dokan area) of the formation in the middle of the formation (in Chuarta area). But, in the Tanjero Formation, the beds resembling or related to condensed section are as following:

In the proximal area (coastal area during LST) there is a biogenic limestone bed about 7m thick (Photo 5.4 and 5.4). These limestones are located

Photo 6

Different fossils genera in upper part (mixed carbonate-siliciclastic succession) of Tanjero Formation. Only the photo No. 7 is belong to middle part. 1) Large Ammonite, upper part, Barde Qal Valley, Chuarta. 2) The front view of the same Ammonite. 3) Oysters (Exogyrea). 4) Gasropod (Actenonella) with its cross section(5) southwestern side of Kato Mountain. 6) Gastropod (Turritella) at same locality of sample (4). 7) Large rudist body fossil, the main shell (A) is about 30cm high 15 wide while the cap (B) is smaller, Southwestern side Kato mountain.
directly above Kato Red Layers. The position of this bed is directly above TST can be confidently regarded as a kind of condensed section or proximal equivalent deposit of a condensed section. It is deposited during maximum flooding of the sea (maximum landward extent of marine condition of Tanjero Formation) when the basin starved as concerned to terrigenous clastic influx from source area. This bed consists of several horizons of limestones rich in Upper Cretaceous fossils (Photo 5.5) with or without their bioclasts.

On the shelf (toe of northeastern limb of Azmir, Goizha anticlines) very thick TST calcareous shale is capped by biogenic limestone (0.3 – 2m). The fossils content shows densely populated by diverse organisms such as rudist (Photo 6.7) and gastropod (photo 6.2) this assemblage laterally changes to other ones such as: pelecypods (Gryphaea) (Photo 6.3) large forams, and echinoderm, large ammonite (Photo 6.) in other places changes to bioclast of these organisms. These types of bed are not unique but repeat several times upward in the HST.

C. The most well developed condensed section-like bed is a fine grain gray (white weathering) limestone occur nearly at the middle of the formation at west of Diana town on the left bank of Balakian stream (GPS reading: N: 36º 47’ 56.2", E: 44º 22’ 55.1") . This bed is 1.5 m thick and lithologically very similar to Kometan Formation both in color and lithology as it contains Upper Cretaceous planktonic forams (Photo 5.3).

In the Piramagroon and Sharazoor plain in addition to Dokan area, there are many thin beds and lamina of marly limestone in the middle part (TST). These may be regarded as relatively a kind of condensed section that represents time of non-deposition.

**Shelf margin system tract (SMST) and type two-sequence boundary (SB2)**

As mentioned above an alternation of dark color conglomerate (Tagaran type) and shale (with or without sandstone) exist, in some places, at the top of Kato mixed carbonate—siliciclastic succession. The thickness of this succession is about 50m near Tagaran and Zarda Bee villages. In the other area (with same tectonic setting) such as area around Mokaba, Homarak, Konamassi and Harmin villages these conglomerates are not present. But the succession goes more or less gradationally to Red Bed Series. This type of contact and lithologic change is evidence of shelf margin system tract at the end of basin fill of Tanjero Formation and the underlying surface is type two-sequence boundary. This SB2 may be changed to SB1 in other areas such as toe of Qandil Mountain at the north of Kometan village (Photo 3). This lateral change of sequence boundary may be returned to high tectonic of the source area and part of the basin.

Emery and Myers (1996) [6] mentioned that SB2 and overly shelf margin system tract might be very difficult to recognize in outcrops. They added that could be differentiated from underlying HST by subtle (minor) unconformity.

Finally it seems that all system tracts of Tanjero formation belonged and deposited during third order eustatic sea level change. In literature Cunningham and Collins (2001) [21] studied the similar system tract in Morocco during Miocene and concluded that they belonged to third order sea level change cycles.
Fig. (7) Eustatic sea level and coastal onlap changes of Upper Cretaceous (modified from Haq et al., 1987b)(22) if the age of Tanjero Fm. is Middle and Upper Maastrichtian (Abdul-Kareem, 1986)(32) position of the system tract can be A, B, and C, for low, transgressive and high stand system tracts respectively. These system tracts are deposited during upper sequence which some of them enhanced by tectonics uplift and subsidence. These system tract are coinciding with lower, middle and upper parts. The diagram below shows position (black triangle) of both sequences within long-term eustatic sea level change.
Conclusion

The study revealed the following results:

1. The whole rock body of the formation is divided into two main depositional sequences and correlated in eight sections, which are named lower and upper sequences. About 80% of the formation is deposited in the upper sequence while the rest is deposited in the lower sequence.

2. In the upper sequence, the LST, TST and HST are identified with a SMST at the top of the formation.

3. The lower sequence can be identified at the Chuarta, Mawat, Qandil area (proximal area) while at Sharazoor-
Piramagroon plain, Dokan area it grade with Shiranish Formation and can not be identified.

4. A type one and two sequence boundary (SB1 and SB2) is identified; they located at lower and middle part of the formation respectively. Above each 500m and 30m of conglomerate are deposited respectively.

5. The (500m) conglomerate has aggradational stacking pattern, which deposited inside more than four the incised valleys during sea level fall. This conglomerate changes to thick low stand wedge of sandstone at the distal area.

6. The transgressive surface and condensed sections are identified.

7. All the system tracts in the studied area are as following:
   - Qamchuqa Formation... LST
   - Kometan Formation... TST
   - Shiranish .... Formation.... early HST
   - Tanjero Fn....late HST, LST, TST and HST
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چینه له دوایی یکی پینکهانوی نتانجرو (پریکتانس سردروب) له ناوچه‌ی سیلمانی، سدرن سروی روزه‌ی‌لای تی‌ی عیان
کمال حاجی کریم/بهشه چیژوپیژی-زانتکوی سیلمانی- هله‌ی کوردستانی عیان
على محمود سوردانی / زانتکوی کوه / کولی‌یه ننادریاری نموت و کانزا

له سردنچینه‌ی زانستی چینه له دوایی یکی (سکونسیس)، هموو چینه‌کانی کریتیاز سی سدرن سان براش کرا با دو چینه
لهدوب یکی بردی نیشتو. ووه ندم دوو له دووای یکی ناوه نزان له دووای بیره دووای خاروبو ود سدرنوبو. (تزوک (80%)
سکونسیس پینکهانوی نتانجرو نیشتو له سکونسیس ی سدرنوبو دووای خاروبو دووای درادراوه. دووای درادواوه (ود)

SB1. ) بچه‌که تری (20% ) دی پینکهانوی که له سکونسیس خاروبو نیشتو. (SB1) پریکمیه له سردم بی‌ریز رووی
داخوان و پنکه‌نوبنیته که دریز دیدیته له دریج که، یه‌ناوچه‌يپریکه‌یی به مباییش حاروبو به دووای شارزدوو،وه مکروسیو له‌کاکی
مانیشته و پنکه‌نوبنیته خاروبو. پارنیکه‌ی نه‌نستی کونکو‌نوییتی و بیره‌ی له‌نادسر ندم نیشتو. له‌کاکی گه راشه‌ی
دریجی به‌روز. نیم به‌گانته‌ی ری لوگ داووه به هؤیگه‌ی چابیزینی نماینی ناوه جهانیه‌یووه که نارمنه‌ی داور به‌هئش اکنویتی

له سدرنوبو (SB2) نیشتو (یه‌هی) داووه کانی ماسیکختنی سدرنوم که پریکمیه له نمایوشی چیکه له
کونکو‌نوییتی به‌هؤیگه‌ی شوین و به‌کونکو‌نوییتی شوینی تر. (SMST) نیشتو به چوپریویی دریاووه به نیشتو

کونکو‌نوییتی به‌هؤیگه‌ی چینه‌ی بکه‌که‌ی شوربی (نامبا) سوپریژیویا دریاووه (نمبه‌ی پاسجیا وا دریاووه .) له‌نادسر
نام‌نه‌ی دنن چینه‌ی میرزه‌ی که دریابیی فورلاتی

سیرتمب کریتناسی سدرنوبو بکه‌که‌ی دوو نم‌کونکو‌نوییتی مه‌لت‌وی پینکهانویی چه‌نادشرودا که‌ناوچه‌یگا ویژنیا ویژنیا دوبیتی به

(SMST, HST, TST, LS) کونکو‌نوییتی. له‌نادن نیوه دوو نیشتو. ووه به‌سکونسیس سدووبو ویژنیا (نامبی)

له‌گنت ریگنی پنکو نیمه‌ی چیکه‌ی ندم سیستمو ترکانه‌ی همه‌ی‌لیششکه له‌بچه خاروبو و ناوه‌روست و سدووبو. له

پنکو ناوه‌روتس. سیستمو ترکا سکونسیس حاروبو. ناوه‌روتس به‌نایه‌مه‌یووه شچینه‌ی چینه‌ی بردی دریابیی ناوه
سیستمو بچه‌مولی‌یووه که هموو سیستمو ترکا کانی تیکه‌یبوون.

داخوان و دوو باره نیشتو به‌نادنی شوین قوآن ری‌گوانتو به‌هؤیگه‌ی چوپریویی دووای مروتؤ به‌نادنی شوین و دووای مروتؤ له کانی دریکچینی هموایی
شون‌یوه سرایچی سدرووبو. زینه‌یبکه‌ی پینکهانوی نتانجرو به‌هؤیگه‌ی بدریزیزی نام‌نارودی ونکردنیه میوزرل ملکتی
زینه‌یبکه‌ی سونکونی پینکهانوی نینشوری دووای داودیاوه HST (شینه‌یبکه‌ی سونکونی پینکهانوی نینشوری دووای داودیاوه)

(LST، HST، TST، LS، (High stand)) به‌نادنی شوین (یه‌هی) به‌مرگ‌یوه نکونکو‌نوبنیته و بیردی کل سویی نکونکو‌نوبنیته

که‌پرنیشیه‌ی پویکا به‌نادنی نم‌کونکو‌نوبنیته و شیروه دووای ناوه‌روبسیت. به‌نادنی نکوننوبنیته

دووای سودی دچارچق و دشتشی شارزرو و پیره‌یه مروتؤ به‌بیره‌ی سدووبو ویژنیا بکه‌که‌ی پریکمیه‌ی به
گونکه‌ی‌هایی بردی‌ی به‌نادنی مراش چنین هم‌نادنی نکونکو‌نوبنیته به‌نادنی نکونکو‌نوبنیته. به‌نادنی نکونکو‌نوبنیته

نیشتی بسته‌پیمی سیستمو ترکا به‌بکیش ری‌گوانتو لی‌پینکه‌هایی چیکه‌ی بردی و دووای داودیاوه. به‌نادنی نکونکو‌نوبنیته شیروه دووای

(نامبی) به‌نادنی قوآنی نینشوری به‌نادنی نکونکو‌نوبنیته. به‌نادنی نکونکو‌نوبنیته به‌نادنی نکونکو‌نوبنیته

به‌نادنی سودی دچارچق و دشتشی شارزرو و پیره‌یه مروتؤ به‌بیره‌ی سدووبو ویژنیا بکه‌که‌ی پریکمیه‌ی به
گونکه‌ی‌هایی بردی‌ی به‌نادنی مراش چنین هم‌نادنی نکونکو‌نوبنیتهم
النحوية الترابية لتكوينات سلسلة (الطباشيري الأعلى) في منطقة السليمانية،
شمال شرق العراق
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التركيبة النتوءية للطبقات الرسوبية في منطقة السليمانية في شمال شرق العراق.

الطبقات الرسوبية في منطقة السليمانية في شمال شرق العراق تتألف بشكل أساسي من حجر الرمل والسارين، وتوجد في عدة مواقع هبائية. هذه الرخاسية النباتية تتكون بشكل أساسي من الحلي والطحالب والبيتون، وتشمل أيضًا الطبقات الرسوبية التي تحتوي على العديد من الأنواع النباتية. النباتات المحيطة بمنطقة السليمانية تتماشى مع نوعية النباتات الحجرية، وتشير إلى أن هذه المنطقة كانت جزءًا من البحار الساحلية التي تشكلت في مضيق قريبي من سلسلة الطبقات الرسوبية. هذه الرخاسية النباتية تتكون بشكل أساسي من حجر الرمل والسارين، وتوجد في عدة مواقع هبائية. هذه الرخاسية النباتية تتكون بشكل أساسي من الحلي والطحالب والبيتون، وتشمل أيضًا الطبقات الرسوبية التي تحتوي على العديد من الأنواع النباتية. النباتات المحيطة بمنطقة السليمانية تتماشى مع نوعية النباتات الحجرية، وتشير إلى أن هذه المنطقة كانت جزءًا من البحار الساحلية التي تشكلت في مضيق قريبي من سلسلة الطبقات الرسوبية.
